Inspired by the attractive Flops/dollar ratio and the incredible growth in the speed of modern graphics processing units (GPUs), we propose to use a cluster of GPUs for high performance scientific computing. As an example application, we have developed a parallel flow simulation using the lattice Boltzmann model (LBM) on a GPU cluster and have simulated the dispersion of airborne contaminants in the Times Square area of New York City. Using 30 GPU nodes, our simulation can compute a 480x400x80 LBM in 0.31 second/step, a speed which is 4.6 times faster than that of our CPU cluster implementation. Besides the LBM, we also discuss other potential applications of the GPU cluster, such as cellular automata, PDE solvers, and FEM.
INTRODUCTION
The GPU, which refers to the commodity off-the-shelf 3D graphics card, is specifically designed to be extremely fast at processing large graphics data sets (e.g., polygons and pixels) for rendering tasks. Recently, the use of the GPU to accelerate non-graphics computation has drawn much attention [6, 16, 3, 29, 10, 28] . This kind of research is propelled by two essential considerations:
Price/Performance Ratio: The computational power of today's commodity GPUs has exceeded that of PC-based CPUs. For example, the nVIDIA GeForce 6800 Ultra, recently released, has been observed to reach 40 GFlops in fragment processing [11] . In comparison, the theoretical peak performance of the Intel 3GHz Pentium4 using SSE instructions is only 6 GFlops. This high GPU performance results from the following: (1) A current GPU has up to 16 pixel processors and 6 vertex processors that execute 4-dimensional vector float- ing point instructions in parallel; (2) pipeline constraint is enforced to ensure that data elements stream through the processors without stalls [29] ; and (3) unlike the CPU, which has long been recognized to have a memory bottleneck for massive computation [2] , the GPU uses fast on-board texture memory which has one order of magnitude higher bandwidth (e.g., 35 .2GB/sec on the GeForce 6800 Ultra). At the same time, the booming market for computer games drives high volume sales of graphics cards which keeps prices low compared to other specialty hardware. As a result, the GPU has become a commodity SIMD machine on the desktop that is ready to be exploited for computation exhibiting high compute parallelism and requiring high memory bandwidth.
Evolution Speed: Driven by the game industry, GPU performance has approximately doubled every 6 months since the mid-1990s [15] , which is much faster than the growth rate of CPU performance that doubles every 18 months on average (Moore's law), and this trend is expected to continue. This is made possible by the explicit parallelism exposed in the graphics hardware. As the semiconductor fabrication technology advances, GPUs can use additional transistors much more efficiently for computation than CPUs by increasing the number of pipelines.
Recently, the development of GPUs has reached a new high-point with the addition of single-precision 32bit floating point capabilities and the high level language programming interface, called Cg [20] . The developments mentioned above have facilitated the abstraction of the modern GPU as a stream processor. Consequently, mapping scientific computation onto the GPU has turned from initially hardware hacking techniques to more of a high level designing task.
Many kinds of computations can be accelerated on GPUs including sparse linear system solvers, physical simulation, linear algebra operations, partial difference equations, fast Fourier transform, level-set computation, computational geometry problems, and also non-traditional graphics, such as volume rendering, ray-tracing, and flow visualization. (We refer the reader to the web site of General-Purpose Computation Using Graphics Hardware (GPGPU) [1] for more information.) Whereas all of this work has been limited to computing small-scale problems on a single GPU, in this paper we address the large scale computation on a GPU cluster.
Inspired by the attractive Flops/$ ratio and the projected development of the GPU, we believe that a GPU cluster is promising for data-intensive scientific computing and can substantially outperform a CPU cluster at the equivalent cost. Although there have been some efforts to exploit the parallelism of a graphics PC cluster for interactive graphics tasks [9, 13, 14] , to the best of our knowledge we are the first to develop a scalable GPU cluster for high performance scientific computing and large-scale simulation. We have built a cluster with 32 computation nodes connected by a 1 Gigabit Ethernet switch. Each node consists of a dual-CPU HP PC with an nVIDIA GeForce FX 5800 Ultra -the GPU that cost $399 in April 2003. By adding 32 GPUs to this cluster, we have increased the theoretical peak performance of the cluster by 512 Gflops at a cost of only $12,768.
As an example application, we have simulated airborne contaminant dispersion in the Times Square area of New York City. To model transport and dispersion, we use the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model known as the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), which is secondorder accurate and can easily accommodate complex-shaped boundaries. Beyond enhancing our understanding of the fluid dynamics processes governing dispersion, this work will support the prediction of airborne contaminant propagation so that emergency responders can more effectively engage their resources in response to urban accidents or attacks. For large scale simulations of this kind, the combined computational speed of the GPU cluster and the linear nature of the LBM model create a powerful tool that can meet the requirements of both speed and accuracy.
In the context of modeling contaminant transport, Brown et al. [4, 5] have presented an approach for computing wind fields and simulating contaminant transport on three different scales: mesoscale, urban scale and building scale. The system they developed, called HIGRAD, computes the flow field by using a second-order accurate finite difference approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations and doing large eddy simulation with a small time step to resolve turbulent eddies. These simulations required a few hours on a supercomputer or cluster to solve a 1.6 km ×1.5 km area in Salt Lake City at a grid spacing of 10 meters (grid resolution: 160 × 150 × 36). In comparison, our method is also secondorder accurate, incorporates a more detailed city model, and can simulate the Times Square area in New York City at a grid spacing of 3.8 meters (grid resolution: 480 × 400 × 80) with small vortices in less than 20 minutes. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates how the GPU can be used for non-graphics computing. Section 3 presents our GPU cluster, called the Stony Brook Visual Computing Cluster. In Section 4, we detail our LBM implementation on the GPU cluster, followed by the performance results and a comparison with our CPU cluster. Section 5 presents our dispersion simulation in the Times Square area of New York City. In Section 6, we discuss other potential usage of the GPU cluster for scientific computations. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
GPU COMPUTING MODEL
A graphics task such as rendering a 3D scene on the GPU involves a sequence of processing stages that run in parallel and in a fixed order, known as the graphics hardware pipeline (see Figure 1) . The first stage of the pipeline is the vertex processing. The input to this stage is a 3D polygonal mesh. The 3D world coordinates of each vertex of the mesh are transformed to a 2D screen position. Color and texture coordinates associated with each vertex are also evaluated. In the second stage, the transformed vertices are grouped into rendering primitives, such as triangles. Each primitive is scan-converted, generating a set of fragments in screen space. Each fragment stores the state information needed to update a pixel. In the third stage, called the fragment processing, the texture coordinates of each fragment are used to fetch colors of the appropriate texels (texture pixels) from one or more textures. Mathematical operations may also be performed to determine the ultimate color for the fragment. Finally, various tests (e.g., depth and alpha) are conducted to determine whether the fragment should be used to update a pixel in the frame buffer. To support extremely fast processing of large graphics data sets (vertices and fragments), modern GPUs (e.g., nVIDIA GeForce and ATI Radeon family cards) employ a stream processing model with parallelism. Currently, up to 6 vertices in the vertex processing stage, and up to 16 fragments in the fragment processing stage can be processed in parallel by multi-processors. The GPU hardware supports 4-dimensional vectors (representing homogeneous coordinates or the RGBA color channels) and a 4-component vector floating point SIMD instruction set for computation. In addition, the pipeline discipline is enforced that every element in the stream is processed by the similar function and independently of the other elements. This ensures that data elements stream through the pipeline without stalls, and largely account for the high performance gains associated with processing large data sets [29] .
Currently, most of the techniques for non-graphics computation on the GPU take advantage of the programmable fragment processing stage. Using the C-like, high-level language, Cg [20] , programmers can write fragment programs to implement general-purpose operations. Since fragment programs can fetch texels from arbitrary positions in textures residing in texture memory, a gather operation is supported. Note however, that while the vertex stage is also programmable, it does not support the gather operation. The steps involved in mapping a computation on the GPU are as follows: (1) The data are laid out as texel colors in textures; (2) Each computation step is implemented with a user-defined fragment program which can include gather and mathematic operations. The results are encoded as pixel colors and rendered into a pixel-buffer (a buffer in GPU memory which is similar to a frame-buffer); (3) Results that are to be used in subsequent calculations are copied to textures for temporary storage.
For general-purpose computation on the GPU, an essential requirement is that the data structure can be arranged in arrays in order to be stored in a 2D texture or a stack of 2D textures. For a matrix or a structured grid, this layout in texture is natural. Accommodating more complicated data structures may require the use of indirection textures that store texture coordinates used to fetch texels from other textures. For example, to store a static 2D binary tree, all the nodes can be packed into a 2D texture in row-priority order according to the node IDs. Using two indirection textures, the texture coordinates of each node's left child and right child can be stored. However, lacking pointers in GPU programs makes computations that use some other complex data structures (i.e., dynamic link list) difficult for the GPU. GPU computation may also be inefficient in cases where the program control flow is complex. It is also the case that the GPU on-board texture memory is relatively small (currently the maximum size is 256MB). In our previous work with LBM simulation on a single GeForce FX 5800 Ultra with 128MB texture memory, we found that at most 86MB texture memory can actually be used to store the computational lattice data. As a result, our maximum lattice size was 92 3 . Fortunately, many massive computations exhibit the feature that they only require simple data structures and simple program control flows. By using a cluster of GPUs, these computations can reap the benefits of GPU computing while avoiding its limitations.
OUR GPU CLUSTER
The Stony Brook Visual Computing Cluster ( Figure 2 ) is our GPU cluster built for two main purposes: as a GPU cluster for graphics and computation and as a visualization cluster for rendering large volume data sets. It has 32 nodes connected by a 1 Gigabit Ethernet switch (Actually, the cluster has 35 nodes, but only 32 are used in this project). Each node is an HP PC equipped with two Pentium Xeon 2.4GHz processors and 2.5GB memory. Each node has a GPU, the GeForce FX 5800 Ultra with 128MB memory, used for GPU cluster computation. Each node also has a volume rendering hardware (VolumePro 1000) and currently 9 of the nodes have also HP Sepia-2A composting cards with fast ServerNet [25] for rendering large volume data sets. Each node can boot under Windows XP or Linux, although our current application of the GPU cluster runs on Windows XP. The architecture of our GPU cluster is shown as Figure  3 . We use MPI for data transfer across the network during execution. Each port of the switch has 1 Gigabit bandwidth. Besides network transfer, data transfer includes upstreaming data from GPU to PC memory and downstreaming data from PC memory to GPU for the next computation. This communication occurs over an AGP 8x bus, which has been well known to have an asymmetric bandwidth (2.1GB/sec peak for downstream and 133MB/sec peak for upstream). The asymmetric bandwidth reflects the need for the GPU to push vast quantities of graphics data at high speed and to read back only a small portion of data. As shown in Section 4.4, the slower upstream transfer rate slows down the entire communication. Recent exciting news indicates that this situation will be improved with the PCI-Express bus to be available later this year [30] . By connecting with a x16 PCIExpress slot, a graphics card can communicate with the system at 4GB/sec in both upstream and downstream directions. Moreover, the PCI-Express will allow multiple GPUs to be plugged into one PC. The interconnection of these GPUs will greatly reduce the network load.
Currently, we only use the fragment processing stage of the GeForce FX 5800 Ultra for computing, which features The theoretical peak performance of our GPU cluster is (16 + 10) × 32 = 832 Gflops. Although the whole GPU cluster cost was about $136,000 (excluding the VolumePro cards and the Sepia cards which are not used here), this price can be decreased by designing the system specifically for the purpose of GPU cluster computation, since the large memory configurations and the dual processors of the PCs in this cluster actually do not improve the performance of GPU computing. Stated in another way, by plugging 32 GPUs into this cluster, we increase its theoretical peak performance by 16 × 32 = 512 GFlops at a price of $399 × 32 =$12, 768. We therefore get in principle 41.1 Mflops peak/$.
PARALLEL LBM COMPUTATION ON THE GPU CLUSTER
In this section we describe the first example application, parallel LBM computation that we developed on the GPU cluster. We begin this section with a brief introduction to the LBM model and then review our previous work of mapping the computation onto a single GPU. Afterwards, we present the algorithm and network optimization techniques for scaling the model onto our GPU cluster and report the performance in comparison with the same model executed on the CPU cluster.
LBM Flow Model
The LBM is a relatively new approach in computational fluid dynamics for modeling gases and fluids [26] . Developed principally by the physics community, the LBM has been applied to problems of flow and reactive transport in porous media, environmental science, national security, and others. The numerical method is highly parallelizable, and most notably, it affords great flexibility in specifying boundary shapes. Even moving and time-dependent boundaries can be accommodated with relative ease [24] . The LBM models Boltzmann dynamics of "flow particles" on a regular lattice. Figure 4 shows a unit cell of the D3Q19 lattice, which includes 19 velocity vectors in threedimension (the zero velocity in the center site and the 18 velocities represented by the 6 nearest axial and 12 secondnearest minor diagonal neighbor links). Associated with each lattice site, and corresponding to each of the 19 velocities are 19 floating point variables, f i , representing velocity distributions. Each distribution represents the probability of the presence of a fluid particle with the associated velocity. The Boltzmann equation expresses how the average number of flow particles move between neighboring sites due to inter-particle interactions and ballistic motion. This dynamics can be represented as a two-step process of collision and streaming. Particles stream synchronously along links in discrete time steps. Between streaming steps, the Bhatnager, Gross, Krook (BGK) model is used to model collisions as a statistical redistribution of momentum, which locally drives the system toward equilibrium while conserving mass and momentum [31] . Complex shaped boundaries such as curves and porous media can be represented by the location of the intersection of the boundary surfaces with the lattice links [24] . The LBM is second-order accurate in both time and space, with an advection-limited time step. In the limit of zero time step and lattice spacing, LBM yields the NavierStokes equation for an incompressible fluid.
The LBM model can be further extended to capture thermal effects as in convective flows. A hybrid thermal model has been recently developed [17] . The hybrid thermal LBM (HTLBM) abandons the BGK collision model for the more stable Multiple Relaxation Time (MRT) collision model [8] . Temperature, modeled with a standard diffusion-advection equation implemented as a finite difference equation is coupled to the MRT LBM via an energy term. Ultimately, the implementation of the HTLBM is similar to the earlier LBM requiring only two additional matrix multiplications.
LBM on a Single GPU
In a previous work [18] , our group have implemented a BGK LBM simulation on the nVIDIA GeForce4 GPU, which has a non-programmable fragment processor, using complex texture operations. Since then we have ported the BGK LBM computation to newer graphics hardware, the GeForce FX, and have achieved about 8 times faster speed on the GeForce FX 5900 Ultra compared to the software version running on Pentium IV 2.53GHz without using SSE instructions. The programmability of the GeForce FX makes porting to the GPU straightforward and efficient. Because our latest parallel version on the GPU cluster is based on it, we briefly review the single GPU implementation on the GeForce FX.
As shown in Figure 5 , to lay out the LBM data, the lattice sites are divided into several volumes. Each volume contains data associated with a given state variable and has the same resolution as the LBM lattice. For example, each of the 19 velocity distributions f i in D3Q19 LBM, is represented in a volume. To use the GPU vector operations and save storage space, we pack four volumes into one stack of 2D textures (note that a fragment or a texel has 4 color components). Thus, the 19 distribution values are packed into 5 stacks of textures. Flow densities and flow velocities at the lattice sites are packed into one stack of textures in a similar fashion. Boundary link information (e.g., flags indicating whether the lattice links intersect with boundary surfaces along with the intersection positions) is also stored in textures. However, since most links do not intersect the boundary surface, we do not store boundary information for the whole lattice. Instead, we cover the boundary regions of each Z slice using multiple small rectangles. Thus, we need to store the boundary information only inside those rectangles in 2D textures.
The LBM operations (e.g., streaming, collision, and boundary conditions) are translated into fragment programs to be executed in the rendering passes. For each fragment in a given pass, the fragment program fetches any required current lattice state information from the appropriate textures, computes the LBM equations to evaluate the new lattice states, and renders the results to a pixel buffer. When the pass is completed, the results are copied back to textures for use in the next step.
Scaling LBM onto the GPU Cluster
To scale LBM onto the GPU cluster, we choose to decompose the LBM lattice space into sub-domains, each of which is a 3D block. As shown in Figure 6 , each GPU node computes one sub-domain. In every computation step, velocity distributions at border sites of the sub-domain may need to stream to adjacent nodes. This kind of streaming involves three steps: (1) Distributions are read out from the GPU; (2) They are transferred through the network to appropriate neighboring nodes; (3) They are then written to the GPU in the neighboring nodes. For ease of discussion, we divide these across-network streaming operations into two categories: streaming axially to nearest neighbors (represented by black arrows in Figure 6 ) and streaming diagonally to second-nearest neighbors (represented by blue arrows). Note that although Figure 6 only demonstrates 9 sub-domains arranged in 2 dimensions, our implementation is scalable and functions in a similar fashion for sub-domains arranged in 3 dimensions. The primary challenge in scaling LBM computation onto the GPU cluster is to minimize the communication costthe time taken for network communication and for transferring data between the GPU and the PC memory. Overlapping network communication time with the computation time is feasible, since the CPU and the network card are all standing idle while the GPU is computing. However, because each GPU can compute its sub-domain quickly, optimizing network performance to keep communication time from becoming the bottleneck is still necessary. Intuitively one might want to minimize the size of transferred data. One way to do this is to make the shape of each sub-domain as close as possible to a cube, since for block shapes the cube has the smallest ratio between boundary surface area and volume. Another idea that we have not yet studied is to employ lossless compression of transferred data by exploiting space coherence or data coherence between computation steps. We have found, however, that other issues actually dominate the communication performance.
The communication switching time has a significant impact on network performance. We performed experiments on the GPU cluster using MPI and replicated these experiments using communication code that we developed using TCP/IP sockets. The results were the same: (1) During the time when a node is sending data to another node, if a third node tries to send data to either of those nodes, the interruption will break the smooth data transfer and may dramatically reduce the performance; (2) Assuming the total communication data size is the same, a simulation in which each node transfers data to more neighbors has a considerably larger communication time than a simulation in which each node transfers to fewer neighbors.
To address these issues, we have designed communication schedules [27] that reduce the likelihood of interruptions. We have also further simplified the communication pattern of the parallel LBM simulation. In our design, the communication is scheduled in multiple steps and in each step certain pairs of nodes exchange data. This schedule and pattern are illustrated in Figure 7 for 16 nodes arranged in 2 dimensions. The same procedure works for configurations with more nodes and for 3D arrangement as well. The different colors represent the different steps. In the first step, all nodes in the (2i)th columns exchange data with their neighbors to the left. In the second step, these nodes exchange data with neighbors to the right. In the third and fourth steps, nodes in the (2i)th rows exchange data with their neighbors above and below, respectively. Note that LBM computation requires that nodes need to exchange data with their secondnearest neighbors too. There are as many as 4 second-nearest neighbors in 2D arrangements and up to 12 in 3D D3Q19 arrangements. To keep the communication pattern from becoming too complicated, and to avoid additional overhead associated with more steps, we do not allow direct data exchange diagonally between second-nearest neighbors. Instead, we transfer those data indirectly in a two-step process.
For example, as shown in Figure 7 , data that node B wants to send to node E will first be sent to node A in step 1, then be sent by node A to node E in step 3. If the sub-domain in a GPU node is a lattice of size N 3 , the size of the data that it sends to a nearest neighbor is 5N 2 , while the data it sends to a second-nearest neighbor has size of only N . Using the indirect pattern increases the packet size between nearest neighbors only by c 5N (c is 1 or 2 for 2D arrangement and 1-4 for 3D arrangement). Since the communication pattern is also greatly simplified, particularly for 3D node arrangements, the network performance is greatly improved.
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Step 4 We also found that for simulations with a small number of nodes (less than 16), synchronizing the nodes by calling MPI barrier() at each scheduled step improves the network performance. However, if more than 16 nodes are used, the overhead of the synchronization overwhelms the performance gained from the synchronized schedule.
The data transfer speed from GPU to CPU represents another bandwidth limitation. Because of the way that we map the data to textures (described in Section 4.2), the velocity distributions that stream out of the sub-domain are stored in different texels and different channels in multiple textures. We have designed fragment programs which run in every time step to gather together into a texture all these data. Then they are read from the GPU in a single read operation (e.g., OpenGL function glGetTexImage()). In so doing, we minimize the overhead of initializing the read operations. As described in Section 3, this bandwidth limitation will be ameliorated later this year when the PCI-Express bus becomes available on the PC platform.
Performance of LBM on the GPU Cluster
In addition to the GPU cluster implementation, we have implemented the parallel LBM on the same cluster using the CPUs. The time and work taken to develop and optimize these two implementations were similar (about 3 manmonths each). Note that although each node has two CPUs, for the purpose of a fair comparison, we used only one thread (hence one CPU) per node for computation.
In Table 1 , we report the simulation execution time per step (averaged over 500 steps) in milliseconds on both the CPU cluster and the GPU cluster with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 24, 28, 30 and 32 nodes. Each node evaluates an 80 3 subdomain and the sub-domains are arranged in 2 dimensions. The timing for the CPU cluster simulation (shown in column 2 of table 1) includes only computation time because the network communication time was overlapped with the computation by using a second thread for network communication. The timing for the GPU cluster simulation (shown in column 6) includes: computation time, GPU and CPU communication time, and non-overlapping network communication time. Note that the computation time also includes the time for boundary condition evaluation for the city model described in Section 5. As the boundary condition evaluation time is only a small portion of the computation time, the computation time is similar for all the nodes. Network communication time (plotted as a function of the number of nodes in Figure 8 ) was partially overlapped with the computation because we let each GPU compute collision operation on inner cells of its sub-domain (which takes roughly 120 ms) simultaneously with network communication. If the network communication time exceeds 120 ms, the remainder will be non-overlapping and affect the simulation time. In column 5 we show this remainder cost along with a total network communication time in parenthesis.
The GPU cluster / CPU cluster speedup factor is plotted as a function of the number of nodes in Figure 9 . When only a single node is used, the speedup factor is 6.64. This value projects the theoretical maximum GPU cluster / CPU cluster speedup factor which could be reached if all communication bottlenecks were eliminated by better optimized network and larger GPU/CPU bandwidth. When the number of nodes is below 28, the network communication will be totally overlapped with the computation. Accordingly the growth of the number of nodes only marginally increases the execution time due to the GPU/CPU communication and the curve flattens approximately at 5. When the number of nodes increase to 28 or above, the network can't be totally overlapped, resulting in a drop in the curve.
Three enhancements can further improve this speedup factor without changing the way that we map the LBM computation onto the GPU cluster: (1) Using a faster network, such as Myrinet. (2) Using the PCI-Express bus that will be available later this year to achieve faster communication between the GPU and the system and to plug multiple GPUs into each PC. (3) Using GPUs with larger texture memories (currently, larger memories of 256MB are available) so that each GPU can compute a larger sub-domain of the lattice and thereby increase the computation/communication ratio. Further GPU development, and the consequent increase in performance, will serve to improve the speedup factor even further (Note that today's GeForce 6800 Ultra, which has been observed to reach 40 GFlops in fragment processing, is already at least 2.5 times faster than the GeForce FX 5800 Ultra in our cluster). On the other hand, our CPU cluster implementation could be further optimized too by using SSE instructions, which we are going to implement in the near future. With this optimization, the CPU cluster computation is supposed to be about 2 to 3 times faster.
To quantify the scalability of the GPU cluster, Table 2 shows the computed efficiency of the GPU cluster as a function of the number of nodes. The efficiency values are also plotted in Figure 10 . Our simulation computes 640 × 320 × 80 = 15.6M LBM cells in 0.317 second/step using 32 GPU nodes, resulting in 49.2M cells/second. This performance is comparable with supercomputers [21, 22, 23] . In the work of Martys et al. [21] , 128 × 128 × 256 = 4M LBM cells were computed in about 5 seconds/step on IBM SP2 using 16 processors, which corresponds to 0.8M cells/second. In 2002, Massaioli and Amati [22] reported the optimized D3Q19 BGK LBM running on 16 IBM SP Nodes (16-way Nighthawk II nodes, Power3@375MHz) with 16GB shared memory using OpenMP. They computed 128 × 128 × 256 = 4M LBM cells in 0.26 second/step, which is 15.4M cells/second. They were able to further increase this performance to 20.0M cells/second using more sophisticated optimization techniques, such as (1) "fuse" the streaming and collision steps to reduce the memory accesses; (2) keep distributions "at rest" in memory and implement the streaming by the indexes translation; (3) bundle the distributions in a way that relieves the Segment Lookaside Buffer (SLB) and Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) activities during address translation. In 2004, by using the above sophisticated optimization techniques and further taking advantage of vector codes, they achieved the performance of 108.1M cells/second on 32 processors with Power4 IBM [23] . Still, the GPU cluster is competitive with supercomputers at a substantially lower price.
In the above discussion, we have chosen to fix the size of each sub-domain as to maximize the performance of each GPU node. This means, using more nodes we can obtain more cycles to compute larger lattices within a similar time frame. However, another performance criterion for a cluster is to keep the problem size fixed, but increase the number of nodes to achieve a faster speed. However, we have found that in doing so, the sub-domains become smaller, resulting in a low computation/communication ratio. As a consequence, the network performance becomes the bottleneck. We thus may need a faster network in order to better exploit the computational power of the GPUs. We have tested this performance criterion with a 160 × 160 × 80 lattice and started with 4 nodes. When the number of nodes increases from 4 to 16, the GPU cluster / CPU cluster speedup factor drops from 5.3 to 2.4. When more nodes are used, the GPU cluster and the CPU cluster gradually converge to achieve comparable performance.
Using the LBM, we have simulated on our GPU cluster the transport of airborne contaminants in the Times Square area of New York City. As shown in Figure 11 , this area extends North from 38th Street to 59th Street, and East from the 8th Avenue to Park Avenue. The geometric model of the Times Square area that we use is a 3D polygonal mesh that has considerable details and accuracy (see Figure 12 ). It covers an area of about 1.66 km ×1.13 km, consisting of 91 blocks and roughly 850 buildings. We model the flow using the D3Q19 BGK LBM with a 480 × 400 × 80 lattice. This simulation is executed on 30 nodes of the GPU cluster (each node computes an 80 3 subdomain). The urban model is rotated to align it with the LBM domain axes. It occupies a lattice area of 440 × 300 on the ground. As a result, the simulation resolution is about 3.8 meters / lattice spacing. We simulate a northeasterly wind with a velocity boundary condition on the right side of the LBM domain. The LBM flow model runs at 0.31 second/step on the GPU cluster. After 1000 steps of LBM computation, the pollution tracer particles begin to propagate along the LBM lattice links according to transition probabilities obtained from the LBM velocity distributions [19] . Figure 12 shows the velocity field visualized with streamlines at time step 1000. The blue color streamlines indicates that the direction of velocity is approximately horizontal, while the white color indicates a vertical component in the velocity as the flow passes over the buildings. Figure 13 shows the dispersion simulation snapshot with volume rendering of the contaminant density.
Currently, we render the images off-line. In the future, we plan to make better use of the GPUs by rendering the results on-line. A potential advantage of the GPU cluster is that the on-line visualization is feasible and efficient. Since the simulation results already reside in the GPUs, each node could rapidly render its contents, and the images could then be transferred through a specially designed composing network to form the final image. HP is already developing new technology [12] for its Sepia PCI cards [25] , that can read out data from the GPU through the DVI port and transfer them at a rate of 450-500 MB/second in its composing network. This feature will enable immediate visual feedback for computational steering.
DISCUSSION: OTHER COMPUTATIONS ON THE GPU CLUSTER
As discussed in Section 1, many kinds of computations have been ported to the GPU. Many of these have the potential to run on a GPU cluster as well. The limitations lie in the inability to efficiently handle complex data structures and complex control flows. One approach to this problem is to let the GPU and CPU work together, each doing the job that it does best. This has been illustrated by Carr et al. [7] , who used the CPU to organize the data structure and the GPU to compute ray-triangle intersections. This hybrid computation makes it possible to apply the GPU cluster to more computational problems. Since our main focus is flow simulation, in the following we discuss the possibility of computing cellular automata, explicit and implicit PDE methods, and FEM on the GPU cluster.
Since the LBM is a kind of explicit numerical method on a structured grid, we expect that the GPU cluster computing can be applied to the entire class of explicit methods on structured grids and cellular automata as well. For explicit methods on unstructured grids, the main challenge is to represent the grid in textures. If the grid connection does not change during computation, the structure can be laid out in textures in a preprocessing step. The data associated with the grid points can be laid out in textures in the order of point IDs. Using indirection textures, the texture coordinates of neighbors of each point can also be stored. Hence, accessing neighbor variables will require two texture fetch operations. The first operation fetches the texture coordinates of the neighbor. Using the coordinates, the second operation fetches the neighbor variables.
To parallelize explicit methods on the GPU cluster, the domain can be decomposed into local sub-domains (see Figure 14) . For each GPU node, we denote the grid points inside its sub-domain as local points and the grid points outside its sub-domain but whose variables are needed to be accessed as neighbor points. All other points are called external points. Non-local gather operations, which involve accessing the data of neighbor points, can be achieved as a local gather operation by adding proxy points at the computation boundary to store the variables of neighbor points obtained over the network.
Implicit finite differences and FEM require the solution of a large sparse linear system, Ax = y. Krüger and Westermann [16] and Boltz et al. [3] have implemented iterative methods for solving sparse linear systems such as conjugate gradient and Gauss-Seidel on the GPU. To scale their ap- proach to the GPU cluster, in addition to decomposing the domain, the matrix and vector need to be decomposed so that matrix vector multiplies can be executed in parallel. In the case of a sparse linear system, the matrix and vector may be decomposed using an approach similar to one developed for a CPU cluster [32] . In each cluster node, the local matrix includes those matrix rows which correspond to local points, and the local vector includes those vector elements which correspond to the local and neighbor (proxy) points (see Figure 15) . In each iteration step, the network communication is needed to read the vector elements corresponding to neighbor points in order to update proxy point elements in the local vector. Then, the local matrix and local vector multiple is executed and the result is the vector corresponding to local points. Since each time-step takes several iteration steps, although the network communication to local computation ratio is still at the order of O( 1 N ), the actual value of this ratio may be larger than for explicit methods on the GPU cluster.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the use of a cluster of commodity GPUs for high performance scientific computing. Adding 32 GPUs to a CPU cluster for computation increases the theoretical peak performance by 512 Gflops at the cost of $12,768. To demonstrate the GPU cluster performance, we used the LBM to simulate the transport of airborne contaminants in the Times Square area of New York City with a resolution of 3.8 meters and performance of 0.31 second/step on 30 nodes. Compared to the same model implemented on the CPU cluster, the speed-up is above 4.6 and better performance is anticipated. Considering the rapid evolution of GPUs, we believe that the GPU cluster is a very promising machine for scientific computation. Our approach is not limited to LBM, and we also discussed methods for implementing other numerical methods on the GPU cluster including cellular automata, finite differences, and FEM. 
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